NOTES

1. All concrete post bases shall be 10' minimum diameter.

2. Along the top and bottom, using Hog Rings, fasten the Chain Link Fence Fabric to the Tension Wire within the limits of the first full fabric weave.

3. Details are illustrative and shall not limit hardware design or post selection of any particular fence type.
Types 3 and 4 Chain Link Fence
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Details A, B, C, D

Tension wire @ 14" max. (typ.)

Tie wire spaced @ 24" max. (typ.)

Hog ring spaced @ 24" max.

Tension wire

Turnbuckle

Eye bolt

Eye nut

Fabric band (typ.)

Stretcher bar (typ.)

End or corner (brace) post

Pull post (at end or corner)

Pull post (within run)

Brace post
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